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I.Introduction

The Shapley value of a simple game, also known as the

Shapley-Shubik index of political power [ 6 ] , measures the

probability that a given player is pivotal. Pivoting means

turning a losing coalition into a winning coalition. The

higher this probability, the more likely a player is to

influence the outcome; hence, the more powerful he is. This

paper studies a class of generalizations of this index to

nontransferable utility (NTU) games. The solution concept

generalizing the Shapley value to such games is the NTU value.

By the value of a voting game we mean then an NTU value.

NTU values have been applied to a variety of situations

(see [2] for references). Moreover, they have recently been

axiomztized by Aumann [l] . Unfortunately, his axiomatization

does not cover the games studied here. They are polyhedral,

while his axioms only apply to smooth games. However, the

situations giving rise to polyhedral games appear to be

sufficiently interesting as to warrant further study, even

without an axiomatic foundation.

There at least two NTU games whose values generalize the

Shapley-Shubik index. In a simple game, a winning coalition

wins political power worth one unit of transferable utility.

Now suppose that instead a winning coalition wins the power

to make political appointments, as in a spoils system ("To the

winner go the spoils."). Posit further nontransferable

appointments and one man,one appointment, and you have an

NTU game, the Spoils Game. Its value measures the probability

that a given player will hold a political appointment. This
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value, which depends both on a player's political power and

on the number ob spoils jobs available, is studied in [3] .

Another line of generalization, and the one studied here,

is the following. Suppose a group has to select one of its

members for a certain position—for instance, an academic

department choosing its chairman. A member of the group

will typically approve of some choices and disapprove of

others. What then are the chances of a given member's being

selected, and what are the chances of a given member's approving

of the choice? The NTU value of this game, the Voting Game,

shows precisely how these probabilities depend on a voter's

political power and on the preferences of the entire group.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section formalizes

the Voting Game, as well as its NTU value. Section III

studies general properties of the voting game value. The next

two sections study voting game values when power is evenly

and unevenly distributed, respectively. The conclusion

discusses an even more general game which includes both

the Spoils Game and the Voting Game as special cases.
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As another example, suppose that V(N) has the following

structure:

Every player is Pareto optimal, and no two players have

identical backing. Setting X(N) - (1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2), one has

the following NTU value:
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Indeed, for n odd and greater than 3, one can show that the

sura of utilities going to the odd-numbered players equals the

sum of utilities going to the even-numbered players. (Of course,

these sums have no meaning within the game itself.) As the

number of players becomes large, the discrepancy between an

individual even or odd player thus becomes small. The reason

the discrepancy appears at all is that with say 7 players,

To sum up, for some classes of majority rule voting games,

the NTU value is the same as that under unanimity rule. However,

this equivalence does not in general hold. It may be true

that for large enough games, the discrepancy will be in some

sense "small."



V. Voting Game Values with a Veto Player

. Voting games where power is unevenly distributed appear

to be very difficult to solve in general. One particular

case is fairly tractable, however: exactly one player has

veto power. This section studies such voting game values,

and compares them with those of the previous section.

Suppose that player 1 has veto power, and that any

coalition containing player 1 and having at least q members,

Proof. The relevant calculations are summarized in Table 3,

whose results should be compared to those of Table 1 (or 2).

As before, cases of V(N) where some candidate has unanimous

support are omitted.
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Notice that, as in the case of the blocs example, the success

of {1,2} is equal to its political power.

To conclude, it always pays to have veto power, and to

back or be backed by someone with veto power.
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VI. Conclusion

This paper has studied a class of MTU games, called voting

games, whose NTU values generalize the Shapley-Shubik index

of political power. The NTU value for unanimity rule, as

well as for a large class of majority rule games, is now

known. For all cases studied so far, a player with veto

power does better than a player without such power. The

voting game value further allows one to define the value

of the support of one player for another, and thus formalize

the widespread practice of one candidate's throwing his

support to another candidate.

A further generalization is possible, which includes

both spoils games and voting games as special cases. Suppose

that a slate of delegates or a central committee is to be

chosen out of a larger group. Let k be the number of delegates

or central committee members chosen. The resulting NTU

game, described by the pair (V(N), k),will have an NTU value.

In particular, the value u. for player i will measure how

many of the candidates ultimately chosen player i can expect

to find acceptable. I hope to be able to report on this

generalization in the near future.
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